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QUARTERLY REVIEW

ISAAC PULGAR'S "SUPPORT OF THE
RELIGION."
IN 1215

arose the

order of

Preaching

Monks,

the

Predicants or Dominicans, founded by Dominic de Guzman
(born 1170, died 1221). One of the chief aims of the order
was to place at the disposal of the church the invaluable
aid of skilled disputants, who should revive the drooping
spirits of the faithful, and by the assaults of rhetoric and
passion subdue the stubborn intellect of the unbeliever.
Against their will, unoffending rabbis, men of books and of
peace, were ferreted out from the safety of their obscurity,
and forced to defend their religious teachings in the
presence of kings and princes. The disputations of Rabbi
Jehiel with Nicolaus, in Paris, in I244; of Nachmanides
with Friar Paul in 1263; of Meir ben Simon with the
Archbishop of Narbonne, 1245; as well as others belong to
this era, and were brought about by the activity of the
Dominicans. Not trusting to themselves alone in this
war of words, the ecclesiastical authorities called in the aid
of some who had previously been Jews themselves.
Abner of Burgos, a profound Jewish scholar of the
latter half of the thirteenth century, was one of a band
of authors whose works and perhaps whose names are
practically unknown outside a limited circle now, though
at one time they occupied very greatly the thoughts of
their contemporaries and immediate successors. They were,
or represented themselves as, the disciples of Nachmanides 1.
From the study of the mysteries of the Kabbala, wherein
words and letters are made the foundations of mystic
See Jellinek,

Beitrage zur Gesch. der Kab., pp. 48 and 49.
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notions, and all things elude the grasp,the solid foundation
of study passes away, and while all things can be easily
proven,so too can all things be easily negatived. Abner
was not only a Talmudist and Kabbalist of repute, he
was a medecir, too,-so at least says CarmolyI, who at the
same time sums up in a few sentences most that we know
of Abner. According to this account, Abner was born at
Burgos in 1270, but it was at Valladolid that he followed
the practice of medicine. He died in 1346, in the seventysixth year of his age. It was as a man of sixty2 that
Abner left the faith of his fathers, and he became one
of the most determined enemies of the religion he had
discarded. From the stores of his extensive knowledge he
wrote book after book wherein he exhibited, to the delight
of his new patrons, and to the horror of his flesh and blood
still strong in their allegiance to the citadel he had quitted,
the weak points in the armour of Zion. While yet a young
man Abner had composed several Hebrew works, among
which is a commentary upon one of the writings of Ibn
Ezra. His later works are devoted, however, to the defence
of his new faith or to attacks upon Judaism. He put aside
all that could remind him of Judaism, and he adopted the
name of Alphonso after the reigning sovereign Alphonso XI.
As a convert he wrote a book entitled nimt nJnntr'i (The
'D
rinnr
Book of the Wars of Duty), directed against the "n
another
of
of
the
Wars
of
Book
Kimhi;
God)
Joseph
(The
called nitop nn: 'o (The Offering of Zeal) in defence of the
Christian religion, and Dnit 'v (The Book of Miriam, i. e.
Maria) for the same purpose. Other writings of Abner are
the ps nimn (The Righteous Teacher), La Concordia de las
Leyes (The Agreement of the two Testaments), while he is
credited with being the Alphonsus Bonhominis, who
translated a polemical work from Arabic into Latin.
Reggio in his edition of the ni5p,nnWn:, Goritiae, 1852,
quotes a work of Abner's containing a number of criticisms
1 See Revue Orientale,
x86r,
2

Wolf, IV, p. 786.

p. 519, quoting Ferrara, Hist. gen. d'Espagne.
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of the decisions of the Tur, Hoshen Mishpat, see XIII, pp. 51,
193. Bedarride says Abner that wrote a book in Spanish on
the plague . Abner went further than this. He presented
charges against the Jews before the king in regard to their
prayers, and a public investigation of the matter was held
at Valladolid.
These attacks of Abner met with many a rejoinder 2,and
of these the following may be called to mind: Joseph
Shalom, Isaac Nathan, Moses Narboni in his ,mnrrn lnKm,
Shemtob Shaprut in I;n?i12, ? 14, Moses Cohen Tordesillas
(1375) in his minKrinIT, and Isaac of Acco in MnTnmr 3.
The np,n n'wtw, ed. Venice, 1587, p. 56, gives an account
of an interview between Abner and Nachmanides, when
the latter discomfits his opponent with an apt quotation
from the Bible. Another rejoinder to Abner's attack is
the Ezer ha-Dat nn nty (the Support of Religion) of
Pulgar, the subject of the present notes.
The MS. of the Ezer ha-Dat, of the Montefiore College,
Codex 94 (in the recently published Catalogue of the
Montefiore MSS. the MS. of the rn,i -rt bears the number
285), is a small 8vo volume of 91 leaves, written on both
sides of the leaf, in a Spanish hand. It belonged formerly
to the valuable Halberstam collection, which Dr. Gaster's
care and foresight secured for the use of students in
England. It is interesting to note that the MS. was
formerly the property of a convert to Judaism, for on a flyr
leaf we find the following 3r
o: Qn,l
'I,
mPt3?P
m,K
11brn
liber est meus, est Deus illum querit hoc Nominerit
Abraham natus Prinze. The MS. is clearly written, and
shows by the notes on its margin that it has been read
with care, for we meet with glosses and suggestions that
seem to be in the handwriting of Prinzd himself. Graetz's
quotations from the Ezer ha-Dat are from the Breslau
1 Juifs en
France, &c., p. 201.
2 See Steinschneider
in E. und G.'s Encyct., p. 410;
Sephardim, p. 327.

3 See Jellinek, Beitrdge,p. 48.

and Kayserling,
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Codex, No. 53. A part of the work has been printed in
Dot of Ashkenazi,Frankfurtam Main,I854 (correthe nDp?t
sponding with if. 8 b-4I a of the Montefiore Codex).
Another and much smaller fragment appeared in the
Revue des Etudes Juives, 1889, p. 64 (correspondingwith
ff. 74a-76 a, and if 77-80 of the MontefioreMS.). With
the exception of a line or two in Graetz'sGeschichte,vol.
VII, p. 443, nothing else has appeared in print of this
valuable and interesting contribution to a literature,
which to the present day stands second to none in holding
its own in the affectionsof readersand students1.
The author of the Ezer ha-Dat was Rabbi Isaac Pulgar,
or more fully Isaac ben Joseph ben Pulgar, of whose
personal history but little is known 2. The usual autho-

rities quote each other, but add little themselves to the
scanty stock of information. Graetz tells us that Pulgar
was a common family name in Castille, and quotes a
Fernando Pulgar, who was secretary of Ferdinand and
Isabella, and author of a royal chronicle. Ibn Shaprut
calls our author ipt'ia
pnrW', and Steinschneider,
Isaac Ibn Polqar. Here I follow Graetz, and adopt the
form Pulgar. As has been said little is known of Pulgar,
but an attentive study of his work reveals him as a
profound scholar with wide attainments, in touch and
sympathy with the busy life around him, and possessing
an intimate knowledge of almost every branch of science
then cultivated. His knowledge of Talmud is thorough,
and this is especially seen in the Dialogue on Astrology,
wherein Pulgar is called upon to square contradictory
passages from the Talmud in regard to that pseudo-science.
He possessed likewise an excellent acquaintance with
If Alphonse died in I346, at the age of seventy-six, and if it was as a
man of sixty that he left Judaism, I think we may for all necessary
purposes assume that the Ezer ha-Dat was composed somewhere about
1

I335 to I345.
2

Carmoly, R. 0., I, p. 327; Wolf, I, p. 687; compare also Stein-

schneider's Pseudepigraph. Literat., p 32.
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Arabic literature, and he quotes or refers to, as the case
may be, in approval or otherwise, Ibn Gazali, ? 1 41 a, 52 a;
Ibn Zaled, 42; Ibn Sina, 80 a; Ibn Hamad the Ishmaeli e,
ut,wwn 45murn
61 a; Betalmius (=PtoloKoNn1,' n',
and
are
Aristo
referred
to ? 35, 64 a, 66; Isaac
meus) 48,
ben Balag, ? 52; Ibn Ezra, ? 54; R. Jehudah ha-Hasid, 54;
and a certain renowned Cabbalist Dipi1 tvWM2D,Maistre
Marcus, 75 a; a book on witchcraft; the works of Dtbnv
(=Hermes) and oD1:5 (= Appolonius) on magic and
Dnipn; an "Egyptian" work, El Falah el Nabit, nban 5K
1nt:& 5i, ? 50; and works on the names of angels
and demons, &c. From the MS. we gather that Pulgar
composed a commentary on Genesis, ? 9; one on Ecclesiastes, often quoted, e. g. ?? 53, 53 a, &c., and another on
the book of Psalms, ? 59. He wrote also a book entitled
D3: Dloi, ? 76; and lastly a refutation of astrology, lunnn
nLuPN ,n lwnmnm,? 54, a copy of which is in the Vatican
Library2-in all five works. To these we add Pulgar's
works enumerated by Graetz,viz. a continuation of Albalag's
works; the nlmann n:rM against Abner's nrsp nntD; a
Spanish work against astrology (though this perhaps may
be ni^n3nwn nwan3l mentioned above), and the mr, nt now

before us-or nine works in all.
Pulgar was an old and intimate friend of Abner's (? 8 a),
and it is not difficult to imagine something of the feeling
of surprise and disgust with which the news of Abner's
conversion must have moved Pulgar. Geiger, in his
Dichtungen, pp. 51, 52, gives specimens of the war of words,
in the form of rhymed expostulation which took place
between the two men. At length, no doubt, all intercourse
was broken off. Abner, now an official of the Church, was
drawing upon the stores of his knowledge to attack and
defame his ancestral faith, while Pulgar, urged by friends
around, girded up his loins to meet the attack. But
Pulgar's views and wishes, his outlook and his ambition
1 The
sign ? refers to the pages of the Montefiore Codex.

2 See Wolf, I, p. 687.
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were wider. Abner's was but one of the many attacks
which Judaism had to bear in those unhappy days. Besides
it would have been impolitic, even dangerous to have
answered Abner point by point. In his treatment of
Christianity he was reserved, had to be reserved. He is careful. He is more outspoken when he deals with astrology,
with the worship of images and the invocation of saints.
But yet withal genial and fair. Judging from the Ezer haDat, the Jewry of Pulgar's day was a busy one, with its
contending parties, from the extreme on the one hand, of
the deniers of all faith to the opposite, i. e. those that believed
childishly in imposture of every description. Arranged
between in endless gradations were the careful, cautious
men, holding fast to the faith and religious practices they
had received from their elders, but holding on also with
equal tenacity to the study of natural science. In the
world which we view in Pulgar's work, we meet the
ignorant and learned, the rabbi, the doctor, the astrologer,
the Kabbalist, the wizard, the witch, the gambler, the toiler
working in the sweat of the brow, mentally indolent,
supporting all quackery, and at the background, as a
sinister reminder of evil omen, the renegade and convert,
ready to turn all he knew to the lowest of purposes-to
blacken the faith of Israel and to besmirch the fame of its
teachers-to inform upon a brother's deed, and to spy
upon a father's word.
The Ezer ha-Dat is written in bright, vivid, racy Hebrew,
if I may use the expression, by a man who well knew how
to use the pen. It abounds in passages of rare beauty,
passing on to others of playful sarcasm and profound
scholarship, and withal a rare devotion to the truth.
There is also in it the same happy use of Biblical phrases
in new setting that is met with in many other writings of
the period and which strikes the reader with such pleasure,
like the meeting of old friends unexpectedly; the same
easy-flowing, exhaustless torrent of clever ingenious phraseology, that charms and hurries us along in the pleasant
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company of the genial writer. A large part of the work is
written in the so-called "rhymed prose," chiefly known
to most as the vehicle of Alcharizi's Tachkeroni, of the
Hebrew work, Ben ha-Melech ve-ha-cNazir (The Prince and
the Derwish), Ibn Hasdai's adaptation of the Arabic, the
Mashal ha-Kadmoni, &c. There is likewise in the Ezer
ha-Dat the similar system of prologue and epilogue of
verse, the latter being put into the mouth of the disputants,
or the victor of them, or in the mouth of the judge or
umpire. The dialogue form, so much admired in old
writers, is used, and promising to be fair to all sides,
Pulgar more than keeps his word.
Let us turn now to the work itself, and as far as space
will permit, call in the aid of the actual words of Isaac
Pulgar in order the better to elucidate his arguments.
INTRODUCTION
MDqpn.

In his introduction Pulgar deals with five classes of
opponents. Firstly, those who argue with the equipment
of but a superficial knowledge of Scripture, i'a bw'rnI n3
-I lx: NSlnao, 4-1nl wnpn 89:D nxnpa Ipmnn Ki1 Sninwn KN
n:npl r s
npzw. The second class comprise the "Epikoros." The third are the believers in astrology, rt~w ,,nnn
nr\t30:4ln1l b1nV b nI

4
Qrrill :w

u^lln

$:

,nl$oD
A

w:wqrinn

'1:1 nmn ltm wn. The fourth are superstitious people,
rwn mpp,nwnI
llv=$
eager for what is abnormal, ~np'wN
The fifth are infidels, among
MwND l
Mnnil.
y
whom are included those who deny the future life of the
1rrm 1
soul, and of doctrine of reward and punishment, nIt
N5 Nl r'7nmS1nDI. To combat these, and to show forth
something of the glory and majesty of the Jewish religion,
Pulgar composes his work, the subject to be treated sug3 rw Ininpl. As we may
gesting the title rnivi irni~r
the
is
into five parts, each
book
divided
naturally expect,
deal
with
of the aboveto
one
class
part professing
mentioned opponents. Part I deals with the pre-emi-
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nence of the religion of Israel; part II, the consonance
of religion with true philosophy; part III, the worthlessness of the claims of astrology,because things run in
a naturalmanner,entirely independentof the position and
movements of the stars; in part IV Pulgar refutes the
believers in prodigies, and in part V discourses on the
immortalityof the soul. To renderthe work pleasantand
easy reading, Pulgar promises to introduce short poems,
riddles, and Agadic narratives,and further he says that
due prominenceand a fair hearing shall be given to the
views of his opponents,and the better to do this, he will
introduce the dialogue form nnrn z nDwporn
mnnnZrw
17:3 4W7
sn1rn mim niyt

ni
na3gVoim h:)1* nSn
b5n

nr3nn

2 After thus paying
mrn
rm Y rnrn3 nnry
'I.I n4ipnn
n.
his devoirs, like a chivalrous knight of old times, Pulgar
opens his first part.
PART I.

Pulgar laments the evils brought upon Israel by renegades who defametheir old associates, :=WnWD WM n~111
ir11

V
Sr&rn5
bn

w imnnr,vi'w

5y,n

zi monm

,imy.

He

has often expostulated personally with such men with
varying results,and at last at the requestof those to whom
deference is due, takes his pen in hand-12
-5 N'vn
Snroin
n NN1yb0D 6zn1ln:z
tp
n
m
Q
li)
^l ttn
/W
ai(Wn1W=rl"n
KnnKn
nN rnnni ,4,1, nlwyS
ns-inrKI/4F3J ?11" =u1 snnn5n nnrni
MI?ann W5:i)on 'm mnimb
1mn Isnm1vKWmrnt
npn'fmy1np)4
i
i
S
nmnnSi
The chapter or
Ilny nniw nnl
,In
,

DrnSrS.

treatise--ntn iom--was likely enough the one object of
Pulgar's pen, and doubtless the success it met with and
the encouragement Pulgar received, led him to go further
and endeavour to deal with other classes of critics. This
treatise is divided into eight paragraphs, and deals with
such matters as the necessity of revelation, for man's
nature needs it, the excellence of the Torah, that Moses is
the chief of the prophets, the future life, the coming of the
VOL.XVII.

D
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Messiah, &c. I pass all this by, except to remark that
through these pages runs the cheery optimism of the
devout Jew-the it n NK'--making the best of persecution,
and clinging as proudly as ever to the belief that the
possession and obedience to the Law of God is the highest
nobility and happiness of man. But as an example of
his method let us see how Pulgar proves that Moses is
worthy to be considered the chief of the prophets, the burden
of the seventh principle of Maimonides, as well as his
treatment of the question of a future life. First, in respect
of Moses, twelve are the characteristics of the true leader
and guide of men, the possession of which in such a leader
justifies mankind in placing confidence in him. They are
as follows: (i) he should be healthy and strong, physically;
(2) with a due knowledge of his powers and the calls of
nature upon him; (3) of a retentive memory; (4) logical,
able to educe the unknown from what is known; (5)
fluent in his speech; (6) anxious to assist others from the
stores of his own knowledge; (7) a lover of truth; (8)
temperate, abstemious; (9) animated by a becoming selfrespect; (io) independent, possessing a sufficiency, yet
using wealth only as a means to an end; (i ) a lover
of justice and a friend of the innocent; and lastly, (i2)
self-reliant, because animated by the purest of motives.
These are the characteristics desiderated by the Philosopher.
Pulgar adds, however, a thirteenth, that such a legislator
and leader should be animated not by a love of men only,
but by feelings of respect for them also. Yet says our
author, where shall we find such a prodigy, what would
be the life of such a man in this world of misery and
sorrow ? His good qualities would be but the instruments
of his own undoing. But there would remain a sense
of comradeship between such a man and those around
him, and this link is the existence of the spiritual life
which exists in all men, be it ever so weak and small. It
is this which is common both to them and to him, and
which would enable him to influence them, to guide and
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cherish them, according to their ability to receive his
instruction. Engagedin so noble a task, such a man would
not willingly contemplatethe extinction of his influence,
both from a virtuous pride in his own power, and again
by reason of the love he bears to mankind in general,
S nKl
extendingto nationsyet unborn,,npD1rininnnrl Mns
15 ,r:w Dn '1-iK. In the characterand history of Moses,

alone, do we find all these great qualities combined,and
Pulgar, with evident satisfaction, goes carefully through
the list of thirteen points, and indicates, in the words of
Scripture, how each and all are to be found in Moses,
Israel's great lawgiver,'
inin sznrr izv J' snrnli nm
Qin 1bY
'ti nn
&l0 n ,lWp) ,i y iy 5M1vt9y 5n ln39Db
K&,n
n

v
V-1?nn3y 'y WKI
pp nv nir

oI.

The paragraphdealing with the future life is one of the
most eloquent in the entire work. We look up to the
heavens and planets, and we -see,but know not what we
see: we turn to the earth, and perplexity fills our hearts,
DI^ Tz*:y K^ ++++ , n D51pS I^RsWD3
bp
t^rm ntq ,QntoJtn,z8 hnymzn :*D3 KS 5R 1o
nD nn1X:n w1
W11nml
DVW
b
nli3n07ni ,rDn nDy nnmni1 ns^, nEiZ r-In
DnmpinD" 'p3i btnip. The plants live till
I1D
nn,rn rp

z
D^:1nitnK nsmCObDW

is

the span of their life is reached,and then fade, and animals
live but to seek to satisfy the means by which they live,
rnilnm qai nnD
nnnrmnitn n,rnn1. Theirelementsseparate,
and they are as if they never had been. The fate of man

i
is equally sad, nnrwnyr nins
lunp nsm:pi: lnp :n s D
trz:
^1
vWm
,llnamn=l
rnitz n:n nm }1EaV
5y
,Inn,
11nD
n
1
N*
3 J1)
1wa&nn Mwa t ,1MMR1
i 5Wv
vp 1-.=
IVVInM 0p
ilpn
1ipDT1D1nVInKn5
nal 11Mn1:1nrt?K-D
,1iK tjr^ r:o bi,
pvDy.
piDy
i^Mws'
s
s

We pass to the various expectations which men have
formedconcerningthe state andjoys of the world to come.
There are those who look upon death but as a passage
? nvDODK
or transition,npD1 QpDln
r, and that the pleasures
of this world will be increaseda thousandfold,and eating
and drinking, with eternal appetite, will be men's lot in
D2
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the tsn bilv. Others look upon death as the last stage
of this "sad eventful history," the falling of the curtain,
the end of all, of good and bad alike ' mpnm nn:n mn' ;~t
t4
l mnn
nvIwn
nm
t3 nft nm p"i ;nIw3n i1 * tfnn5
n
bnn
"inimi'n nnD. At death, the
irl 5n n '}'m nrDnnn
elements of which our bodies are composed separate,
and then, exactly as with animals and plants, they
join the constituents of nature from which they severally
came; we can neither aid nor impede this; for the heart
which palpitates with righteous aspirations nothing remains;
without choice man comes, without responsibility he
disappears. But a fuller examination of the matter, says
Pulgar, relieves our minds from this load of sadness.
The future life is that state when, freed from all low
and ignoble influence and desire, the divine spirit will
be no longer held captive within the folds of the body.
The human body is not an essential element of life; the
body is but the instrument and tool of the divine spirit
'in
C
within. na:N ;: tmiln
nSy SK1
pinn
pmn bmi n ::
-).
'
1
:))w14
m D'IT
r D.5I1
W
ir535
l
rwKn Sy
ilnnWni,
1nr-MI

1ws

t34Ibtn 6vS Nl;\l 45^zn -rr1

awnon ein -iwK nnnt

pp'?nn nnn sini ' ^mn n 'S nvipn y'^m yp:ni ' VynFnrwn
nw4 pin yy
in nn
an n u Ksin
i^ln
tnipn mnn m
divine
This
n ~ l5nr'nmnwn, ? x6.
impulse generates in

man the good inclination 2a,n mn, while its passivity, owing
to man's wilfulness, gives use to the bad inclination
Y*n i' or tw2. It is not the aim of his work, says Pulgar,
to develop these theories. Enough, however, has been
given to show the position of Jewish philosophers in regard
to the condition in the Future Existence. Lightly touching
on the sad state of Israel, Pulgar passes on to the subject
of the Messiah. His treatment of the matter is similar,
for instance, to that of Albo. The belief in the Messiah
is not so much a dogma of Judaism as a necessary consequence to the belief in the veracity of the Scriptures,
i. e. it is a matter which depends upon individual explana'&n jlm
tion of the text of Scripture : ;D,snr 3IW:n 1W'
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nrw3 Q^in
p5

, ?22.

The

belief is valuable,though it does not portendany alteration

of nature, for as the rabbis have told us, nrt,in
tDpn t1 rK
Z
13:3 nlDz5n-t1WN s ntsms
, a phrase which our author
n/n
quotes with much satisfaction. But though believing that
the Scriptures foretell the coming of the Messiah-though
an open mind would perhaps better describe his positionPulgar goes on to prove that so far the Messiah has not
come, and he takes us through all the well-known Messianic
passages to support his argument. Whoever Jesus was,
whoever he claimed to be, or his disciples and followers
claim on his behalf, Jesus, says Pulgar, was not the Messiah
foretold by the prophets. It is here that we get an introduction to Abner, the former friend of Isaac Pulgar, %inm
tw
N*I
DIC6. t : rm1^m YVnI
n^fn
o, vw.J n -n W'K Diy nInnM
l
Inw
Kv
mnin zn :t5L
nSinml.in nKitn i1?p fI K1i
n
iN]mn t' ^
r i D^K5
iminnz
-mw 1 ' v3 'b-- vpDm
'mn
PDOD

b4
13Ms1

n1n,
1n1y4MY
wn1 =

tol 'InINI #' bsDF bN*1'1n n'n
3Qilp,nl lnn5
b&nnn
+
bnniDrnm
'?bwml
tn .nDKfir

wn,rI,? 24 a. Having thus agreed upon a common foundation and basis of argument, Abner, we are told, challenges
Pulgar, and offers to prove from the Talmud itself the
necessity of a further revelation, or, in other words, the
necessity of the New Testament. wr:n nrim no ~ IDr1

mn
Tl

' ,iKr1m
8"Im NI

1> ,4n1nD

i
nnilK .n

K *wt' p3n

e1 rves
nx 1n
r WKD, ? 24 a. The answer of
nlgrn
dneS
deserves
the utmost consideration, as it shows us
Pulgar
not only the manner by which he meets this challenge,
but also because it doubtless reveals the standpoint from
which the Jewish sages in Spain viewed the serious matter
of conversion in the constant controversies of the time. By
reason of their by no means too secure position and from
the fear of offending the ruling powers, the rabbi had to be
wary. He had to weigh his words. He had to be careful
not to use words that might even be construed by the
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mischief-maker into sentiments of disrespect to the faith
of the people, the practices of the priests, and the acts of
royalty. He must needs conduct a war of defence. Pulgar
proceeds to justify the Oral Tradition by showing its need.
The Torah, he says, deals only with questions of faith and
theory. But at the same time it refers to matters of daily
practice, wherein its authority is supreme. The Torah,
therefore, constantly needs elucidation and commentary
before its behests can be put into practice. The men of the
great Sanhedrin, in their piety and wisdom, had shown us
how, notwithstanding the perplexing variety of each day's
events, to keep the spirit of the Torah and as many
of its commands as circumstances require. The course of
events rendered it necessary to commit to writing as
many of the dicta of the sages as could be got together,
and they exist for us, though with but little care for order
or proper arrangement, in the volumes of the Talmud.
But the Talmud contains also a mass of material, dealing
with every conceivable subject, important and the conv nn nrif* nn i pnn
:
nr10i
in,?
Pn,
trary, nsr '*nn
11n 'D rwnyr,,
? 26. This great work of codification of the
Talmud was undertaken by Maimonides, who has arranged
in his master work, the ,m'nn
nrt, all that is essential for
our faith and religious life from the vast material to be
found in the Talmud. Those matters, however, which are
essential neither to the elucidation of the doctrines of our
faith nor the needs of our religious duties are omitted from
this work, and they do but engage our attention either by
reason of our respect and affection for their authors or for
their purely intrinsic value. The valuable elements in
these we take, the rest we leave, either because, it may be,
they seem opposed to our faith, or because the real meaning
of the sage is not clear to us orru,n y p'1t%3rNX.Turning
now to Abner, Pulgar thus continues: As for thy challenge,
let this suffice thee. Though we greatly respect the sages
our guide is the Torah and Reason. What is opposed to the
Torah (Deut. xiii. 2-6) we will not accept. What is opposed
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to Reason and Experience we will not accept either. What
is contradictory to Nature or to Reason can find no room
D4n DwM 14S: 1s IK f'r2'
Dorl1ImDi
amongst us DptnrTo
w
,niwwnKNWiw bn
r-<D
,pnpnn
IYn= =nN 111btoQWIVI
r Qna5E
brWnm13*nI3 *nri&w1s w*Sw,n
*nh v^n n1bnDQw
ni: pDznKn3::nni,? 27. Judaism is founded on the Torah,
and is agreeable to Reason, and in Pulgar's opinion, not
indeed expressed, but clearly implied, Abner's new faith is
neither the one nor the other' ul
nnin 4w 5y
n nriwi p ~mni
Ov
In
the last paragraph of
n':
lp 1 q9 nlnI 1 tn no, ? 27.
this part of the book Pulgar deals with the various kinds
of readers, each with his own peculiar tendencies and
exaggerations, and to each of them the words of the sages
naturally appear to give forth a different meaning. There
is the wise student, subjecting all to a reverent investigation,
and, on the other hand, the reader who looks upon such a
method as impiety. The former, says Pulgar, is more likely
to reach to the real meaning, and the better able to withstand
temptation than the latter; the latter is perhaps a little too
5 l 1h I'WDNKK
c
W
1wnP
modest br1W
n'41r
1nlKtn'~il
nmriwnn i, : ,3. za b6y:
(= according to his opinion) lwK nW,m

InII= m11r11
NV
WnInMIn
1i
135N51 nr
lrDlil niv-i mv 1:5
nmrnlm1tDDno Dtn 51IK1, ? 27 a. A living tradition is ever
aware of the needs of a living community, and therefore
provides for all. In the Talmud are to be seen explanations
suitable for all, especially for the simple and undoubting
nature of the student who takes things in their literal sense.
The Torah, we read, has no less than seventy explanations.
Yet we know the Torah is one, and has no second. The
phrase is, therefore, only a hint to the teacher to render his
teaching comprehensible to the simplest as well as to the
most refined intelligence, that all men may learn of God.
How truly admirable, explains Pulgar, must have been the
character of those revered men who could take so large
a view of mankind, and arrange so well for all!
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PART II.

The larger portion of this part of the nlin tv has already
appeared. It was printed in the bp?)tDnY of Israel Ashkenazi, Frankfurt a. M. 1854, pp. z1-I9, from a Paris MS.
This fragment occupies over twenty pages of the Montefiore
Codex, namely, from fol. 28 a to fol. 41. Ashkenazi's extract
is complete in itself, and is an excellent specimen of vivid
Hebrew dialogue. Only one who has gone through it can
become aware of all the interesting points of the argument
-the fairness with which both sides, the divine and the
philosopher, get their hearing. Its beauty grows with
renewed acquaintance. The opinion of the reader as to
the relative merits of the disputants inclines first to the
one side and then to the other. Pulgar enlivens the discussion, as is his custom, with wit and humour. The sarcasm
is rich. A knowledge of the Hebrew Bible and an
acquaintance with the many Talmudical phrases is required
if the reader is to grasp the give and take of the arguments
as they are bandied about. The picture of the two men is
very skilfully drawn. The ancient venerable divine,
bearing his years lustily, with his withering contempt for
his young antagonist, conscious that so far the world is
on his side, is well contrasted with that of the young
philosopher, full of new knacks and notions, a little flighty
too, and with loud assertion of his ability to reconcile Faith
and Science, a labour which the divine thinks unnecessary,
and if performed entirely useless. But the Montefiore
Codex has much more in this second part than is contained in Ashkenazi's fragment. For after the hearer and
narrator (taMn) has returned home the argument is, as it
were, resumed between the narrator tsn and a philosopher
qlrDim(the argument before, we ought to explain, was held
between a tptand a nwt), in which the opinions of various
Arabian philosophers become the subject of a conversation
concerning Free-will, the Eternity of Matter, God's interference and interest, or otherwise, in mundane affairs. The
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final decision will perhaps be made all the clearerby a
short resuTn4e. It appears,as already stated,that a report
of the original controversywas brought by the hearer to
his native town, which report itself gives rise to a further
discussion. Gazzali's arguments against the philosophers
are mentioned, when there arises a man, Abraham, who
reminds the bystanders that Gazzali's strictures of philosophy have already been met and answered by the counterarguments of Abu Alzalid and by R. Isaac ben Albalag
(? 42 a) (our MS. has the word prin Isaac, written and
marked out and or,mrtinserted). The man Abrahamproceeds
then to sum up the whole lengthy discussion in something
like the following manner: Is it not the better plan to hold
fast to the belief in the continuity and permanence of the
creative act %n:l, n?r?nn w'ifrna pwrnir, 1D ,6n, ? 42 a,
rather than to say that God's power was, as it were, brought
to an end at the termination of the week of creation ?
In other words, God did not endow Nature with a continuous generative faculty and power of adjusting Matter.
The Universe is continually renewed by God, who exerts
to-day a power and control over Matter equal to that
when he first called the world into being. God is conSyr 1ni-:, ? 42 a.
stantly at work in the world ryl Irn Ss%
God reneweth every day the works of the creation. Thus
the act of prayer is a logical one, and its hope of fulfilment
a becoming one for a philosopher to stand by SlWninwp:l
mnnzl+nhnipr
nmpn
S'nrnnn5Dni
?nrhw^WHOnn
?nismnl
a.
But
the
the
the
or
of
rather
n5rnin,? 42
subject
prayer,
object prayed for, must be a possible one; it must be within
the bounds of what God in his absolute untrammelled freewill fixed as proper, that is, possible. God knoweth what
is possible, and what is not possible or proper iWKyDrn,
w:z 6 lnwsyI~t.Now, says Pulgar, the possible is twofold.
What is possible in action 51MnnrwK, and what is possible
in the "acted" ~5Y: nlmw?. God's will and God's power
are alike unlimited, but in order to benefit mankind
God has placed a limit to his own unrestricted power.
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Power is responsibility, if we may say so, even in
the case of God, and this world is governed by a moral
Governor, and not by an irresponsible tyrant. It would be
tyranny to rule sentient creatures in a captious, capricious,
constantly changing way. Pulgar, fearing perhaps that he
is becoming too dogmatic, says further that this abstention
on the part of the Divinity is voluntary, and that occasions
have arisen when God has directly interfered with the
usual order of Nature rn: 'Ni1v vDnnls Dni nnwaa K nT: 0M
4mn '
ni
,1, l pVannjo rin 1umj,
Dnipnr
f3 nDn
? 43 a.
This explanation brings about the result we expect.
The opposition is disarmed, and harmony reigns supreme
lwsm ln nnn

5nwp1n nwr ibw

nnnn

p

rwnpnr

inK M. Part II concludes with praise to God:-nnK&nwin no nriil

ni-l

npari-nnriinpD

nnzilnKn1nlnp t,n nlwnK
nrllnw n Piiniwin^DnD

PART III.
This part deals with the question of Astrology, a matter
which occupied so great a position in the Middle Ages that
we are bewildered when we observe the talent that was
devoted to its study, and the greatness and fame of the men
who were guided by the oracles of the astrologers. The
great mediaeval rabbis were nearly all enthusiastic believers in this pseudo science, which finds a thoroughgoing
defence in some commentaries, and a place in the liturgical
compositions of the time. Sachs, in mini, I, p. 6i, suggests
that the belief of the rabbis in Astrology was rather in the
nature of an attempt to make a compromise between the
apparent Talmudic support of the belief and their own
more rationalistic methods of exegesis 1. Ibn Ezra, perhaps
See Steinschneider, "Jiid. Lit.," in E. u. G.'s Encycl., p. 441; Sachs,
mn,n, I, pp. 59-93; and Zunz's Relig. Poesie, p. 250. The literature on the
subject is a large and interesting one.
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the most devoted,certainly the most famous of the many
followersof Astrology(though Pulgar,? 54, protests against
the practiceof regardingIbn Ezra and Jehudah the Hasid
as believers), mentions Jacob Ibn Tarik and Andruzagar
ben Zadi Faruk,and among others may be mentionedalso
ShabattaiDonolo,9I3-970, Abrahamben Hiyya, Abraham
ben David of Posquieres,Jehudahha-Levi (in Kuzari, IV,
9, but see also Kuzacri,IV, 23), AbrahamIbn Daud,author
of the Emunah Ramah, Albo (see Ikkarim, IV, 4), Isaak
Arama,author of the 'Akedah,Shelomohb. Aderet-all of
whom show the influenceof the currentbelief in their writings. Maimonides,however,opposedthe belief,assertingthat
it borderedon idolatry, see the Yad, Akkum,XI, 8. The
readermay also turn to Harizi'spolemicagainst astrologers
in his Tachkemoni,chap. xxii. A study of this part of the
nnn t3 will show us the vigour and independence of
Pulgar as a thinker. He attacks Astrology. He pours
ridicule on the pretences of the astrologers. He laughs
at its dupes. He shows it to be a source of imposture,
depressing the brave, and enervating the hopeful. He
asserts that the astrologers do but repeat each other,
and repetition and not justification is the source and
foundation of their belief. And going to the very front
and forehead of the science, the original and much lauded
authorities upon whom astrologers relied, and whom it is
sinful to criticize and question, he asks who are these men
that so much reliance should be placed upon their opinions.
Neither should we rely upon the reports of the ignorant
mob ;vlnn n nnmnn nrinn ,:nrK
,pm zwvn iP nn
ifs ;n
yrpn }Ir 'rn>nnil
n5Mnn n~nS nwpnn trIn 3n'n3 p
....
nvnN'1viDI
ZIn1
r 1n , 4 ^y N &nuuD Dn-ianr rwN:n
nr'w i^nt
6ns: n'n:o,, ? 60. Pulgar, it is apparent, had a fine, healthy
contempt for wonder-mongers. Our author discusses the
matter in a dialogue between two speakers-an Astrologer
and a 'an, a thinker (Haber), and an interesting, even
i'mn
amusing debate it proves to be. In the market-place of a
populous town stands the Astrologer addressing the large
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crowd gathered before him. At his side stands his table
covered with the various instruments of his science, the astrolabe, circles, sun-dials, mathematical tools, books of charts,
rDWY:1nna Ri
n 1
Ntl
nM
+i DDW
nmnv
Inrl :Ui
nn
8&c.b::
Amon the
Sn crowd s nood
''^DS
t 'W
^"IWITR
i?
onWo
nDnn
s^pRi
nrnin
t:n,nQ
j11 Kn^I
l
CPn^9:
D^DI
Q^
naini
D^lt D
noap-i^o
rh yaF ?
nsyDLw
ir
(? 45), a life-like sketch. Among the crowd stood a
scholarly man l1nin nn wVr. After listening to the speech
of the Astrologer for some time he stepped forward and took
up the challenge on behalf of true science nl:rrnn 'no
nlnrninl nlywtnml,and the discussion commences. It is witty
and clever, and heavy blows are exchanged between the
champions. The fortunes of the day vary, both speakers
earning their fair share of success. The Astrologer, as we
may suppose, is much shocked at the levity of the Haber,
who answers that in his attitude of criticism he does but
follow the examples of Abraham and Moses, who in
their generation sought to uproot the superstitions of their
contemporaries. The success of these men of the Bible
was but partial, and much remains to-day upon the surface
of the earth which debases truth. Astrology, asserts the
Haber, is forbidden to us alike by the Torah and Reason.
He then proceeds to explain that there is nothing occult or
mysterious even in the case of prophecy. Ordinary men
argue on the basis of probability. So, too, does the
prophet. Wherein, then, consists the difference ? The
difference is slight, though in another sense profound.
The data of the prophet's reasoning are fuller and wider.
The prophet takes into account the immutable laws of God's
morality, and his earnestness is based on his conviction
that if those laws be disobeyed certain disastrous results
follow, as sure as cause and effect. The prophet is statesman in the exercise of the highest functions of the latter.
The view of a statesman is often limited; that of the
'
p 151: 6 nrD,o n
rp :r i'lnn
prophet never ~1:3 t' 1 n9pl

(I '5), an*life-like sketch.
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predictionsof the
prophet are at times put aside, e.g. the repentance of
Nineveh and the warning of Jonah. The discussion now
passes to an examination of the question of Free-will and
Necessity, that problem of the ages, always new and always
old. The Astrologer argues, of course, against Free-will,
the Haber in favour of the same; there we get the
interesting note that Pulgar had written a study on
*n'wn! nwvb, and further
'-D*`'ta:
Kohelet, ? 53, n,rnp
n1-t pliorn Tnln, ? 53 a. The text referred to is
wrs,rn
,
Eccles. v. 7. This verse the Astrologer had quoted, and the
following is the Haber's explanation given in his work:
"The great aim of Solomon's book is to point out the
mutability of all earthly things. Nothing is permanent.
All things hasten to change their external forms. Yet let
not man be too greatly distressed at this, for similar
changes await the view of all generations, and to be
distressed then at a necessary condition of life is absurd.
Nevertheless, the spectacle of constant change will generate
in the heart of man a becoming reverence and fear of God.
God must be man's hope, the one permanent Being, and
not the false appearances to which the Astrologer directs
the gaze of his dupes. Again, let no man be unduly
depressed at the sight of misery and oppression. Tyranny
is but the act of a mortal, here to-day and in the grave
to-morrow, and the actor and the action alike doomed to
pass away, and the righteous shall inherit the earth.
'Boast not thyself of to-morrow,' said Koheleth,' for thou
knowest not what a day shall bring forth.' Shall astrology
then claim Solomon as authority for its false prognostications ?" The Astrologer then avers that the sages of the
?
t
Talmud inculcate the belief in astrology--r'? n'fln
*
and undoubtedly, admits the Haber,
5t= ~lin in
'wy,
some of the ancients believed in astrology. David sought
to know the day of his death. It was hidden from him,
and from all mortals too, including astrologers. Rab and
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Shemuelspoke against the practice. So did Akiba; so did
Natan bar Yitzhak, Rab bar Nahman, and others. And
so the discussion proceeds. Anon the combatantsattack
the insoluble problem-the prosperity of the wicked and
the unfortunatestate of the pious 1&m1i1yi S 1 l pnr.
The Bible, says the Haber, teaches us to follow the good
and forsake.the evil. He who follows this does well, and
vice versa. Take an example. Two men travel. They
come upon a deep, wide river, which blocks their progress,
and, alas, without a bridge at hand. A man sitting upon
the bank informsthem that lower down there is a bridge.
" Go there,"said he, "and cross in peace." The wise man,
using his brains,seeks out the bridge,and crossesin safety;
the otherdistruststhe advice,and is drownedin his attempt
to swim across. Safety and danger more often than not,
says the Habertruly enough,are in our own hands,and we
bring most of our misfortunesupon ourselves. And even
in the midst of misfortunesthe good man sees subjects for
intense satisfaction,and he is never entirely overwhelmed.
Pulgar speaking as the Haber tells the Astrologerto read
up his (Pulgar's) work on the Psalms ('rmn nntpnrnpit ,
n i, ? 59), says he has shown that there is no real
mnrin
contradiction between the theory that God cares for the
righteous and the reality of the ills that befall them.
The Haber is not to have it all his own way. " Suppose,"
says the Astrologer, " all the arguments are on your side.
Nevertheless, facts are against you. Events have been
foretold. What then ?" The Haber denies it. His opponent,
holding to his first opinion that events have been foretold,
says that where predictions have been falsified the reason
was because the prognosticator was not qualified, and did
not understand his business. "Oh,"says the Haber, laughing,
" you put me in mind of the story of the fisherman. He had
bought putrid fish, and exposed it for sale in the market.
The crowd drew back at the fearful smell. ' Come on,'
said he,' come and buy, my fish is good. It is I that am
putrid ! '" At this the Astrologer's patience gives out, and
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he declines to continue the argument. The Haber thereupon proceeds to formulate certain weighty reasons to
-l'n =in
justify his opposition to astrology rnptnnWyu ,na
"npV 4

D'
nW:11N, ry
p :alU7
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.
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l 1mr nr-rni

'wt
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Incidents arise from natural
causes, i. e. we know what will be the result of the depredations of locusts upon vegetation. Let no man believe
what some philosophers have taught, that matter possesses
endless possibilities, because since the Creator has impressed
his will upon matter its potentialities are necessarily limited
by the control of such will. The Creator has chosen to
impress upon matter an order and form-i. e. it has become
"natural." The forms of matter, it is conceivable, are not
limited, or not yet complete, but the act of creation renders
the process orderly and not arbitrary. Again, it is universally acknowledged that the superior governs the inferior;
how then shall the planets, purely material bodies, influence
and control the decisions of the mind of man ? All the stars
in the heavens could not make a three-sided figure anything
but a triangle. Further, we observe around us an orderly
procession of facts and incidents, everywhere but in the
mental sphere. Men hesitate. They are often undecided.
They are free. If you assert that mental acts are controlled
and inevitable, as are physical results, what becomes of the
soul and the freedom of the will? Here the Astrologer
begins to give way, and acknowledges the weight and value
of the Haber's arguments, who therefore continues, perhaps
in a little more complacent mood. It may be that certain
changes result from the position of the stars; such as
atmospheric changes. But man is endowed with energy
and industry. He can, as it were, put aside such influence,
or act as to counterbalance their weight. He is master of
his fate. He may, if he will, become as a skilled equestrian
that can control the fiery steed, which, however, would
throw an inexperienced rider. Both men at last shake
hands, swear eternal friendship, and the disputation is at an
end. But the crowd around was angry. " If the stars will
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not help us, what shall become of us all ?" they cried in
anguish. "They have taken away his God, what can he do
now ? " The answer from the two friends is the old answer.
God will help those that help themselves. They must not
depend upon the stars and lead a life of idleness. They
must put their shoulders to the wheel. The stars in heaven
will not weed their fields, nor gather in their crops. Work
brings wealth; indolence spells ruin. But far better than
a material prosperity is the equanimity of the mind based
on study and the friendship of the wise. At these words
joy came to the congregation (the Kahal i,np-observe the
subtle touch, not to nan the crowd, the mob is always
foolish), and they, too, praised God. The narrator i?n, the
man that witnessed and reported the discussion, hereupon
comes forward, and in a singularly beautiful poem repeats
the lesson of responsibility, industry, and fearlessness in
well doing. God's mercies are daily renewed for the benefit
of mankind, therefore let not the fear of plague or misfortune enervate a man in his daily work. With all the charm
in his pen Pulgar sings the old text: Work, and God is
faithful to compensate. As a specimen of Pulgar's verse
I place the following before the reader:Nvt pl
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In an appendix, which Pulgar calls the py:n IID--" the
narrative of the confused" (?), many amusing instances
are educed to show the disappointments that have awaited
the dupes of the astrologers, but the space at my disposal
does not allow me to linger any further upon this part,
interesting though it is, and looking forward to the time
when I may enjoy the good fortune to publish the nr,n nty
in its entirety, I pass on to Part IV.
PART IV.
This contains a defence of the study of philosophy and
natural science. From a careful study of the nln ?tg and
our knowledge that Pulgar was a doctor, it may reasonably
be inferred that he devoted much time and attention to
scientific research, as it was understood in his age, and that
he, in this part of his work, is defending himself against the
complaints and criticisms which such pursuits undoubtedly
received from many of his contemporaries, who looked
upon a too curious investigation into the working of
natural laws as signs of a weak faith and of indifference
to the practices of religious piety. Returning to the text
before us, we read that the author complains of the
annoyance and the irritation to which men of knowledge
are subjected by reason that the most foolish of men take
VOL. XVII.
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upon themselves to attack the doings of their betters. Not,
however, that this is a matter for surprise. Solomon has
told us (Prov. xxix. 27) that the perfect way is the abomination of the wicked, &c. From the oft-quoted confession
of Akiba (Pesachim, 49 b) we know how severe and bitter is
the contempt and loathing which the y'rn ot bears towards
the wise man. Pulgar says he feels impelled to come
forward and defend those studies which confer so great a
benefit upon mankind, and he divides the opponents of the
study of natural science into four classes. The first class
comprises those who look upon themselves as the only good
and pious ones, the only true defenders of religion. These
men cast a slur upon students, and not, as Pulgar feels
bound to acknowledge, without some just cause. For it
must be owned that we do find men, with much pretension,
but with little or no real claim to scientific culture, who
speak disrespectfully of the Torah and its behests nrp nomn
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? 74. A little knowledge is a dangerous thing. But such a
man is the Epikoros. The truly wise man acts differently.
He scrupulously observes every precept great and small,
and, his knowledge and investigations throwing much
light upon the reasons for the precepts, he is enabled to
perform his religious duties with a truer devotion than
would otherwise be the case. He uses the great gifts
of God- knowledge, thought, reason-to
justify the
ways of Heaven to man. The second class of objectors
are the Kabbalists. The Kabbalists will have it that all
their traditions and practices are derived, unaltered and
untainted, direct from on high. They forget that it was
the constant practice of the sages to keep the text of
Scripture free from all addition and alteration, and that
notwithstanding all their solicitude and care discrepancies
have crept into the sacred text Dnrinlm
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even upon the word of God, how far-fetchedis the claim
that the strange practices of the Kabbala should have
reached the present generation without blemish. Two
faults in particular Pulgar finds in the books of the
Kabbalists-the first being the introduction of strange,
uncouth words and expressions, and, secondly, an utter
absenceof precisionand logic, leading in some cases to a
positive denial of the Unity of God ,rnmi ,nmi nmpl
nll 5, trnl (=" mystery") nnWDD,? 75 a 1. The Kabbalists
claim that they understandmysteries hidden from other
men, and that they possess the powerby meansof charms
to change the course of Nature. Pulgar relates the
following little incident as related to him by a certain
Kabbalist,MaistreMarcusby name p'loDN'l-Kn (? 75 a),
who when a youth was the pupil of a renownedscholar
living in the Germanisles tnws tw. The savant, jealous
lest his disciple should,when his studies were completed,
have acquiredas profounda knowledge of the mysterious
as he himself, refrained from imparting to the youth as
much of his knowledgeas the latter desired. Our student
was driven to strategy. One night, whilst his masterwas
sleeping,the enterprisingseeker afterknowledgetook from
beneaththe pillow of his teacher,where it had been placed
for greatersecurity, a certain famouswork the perusal of
which had hitherto been denied him. The fates, ever on
the side of the brave, caused the master's sleep to be
prolongeduntil the student had the time not only to make
a copy of the work, but likewise to replaceit beneaththe
pillow of the unsuspecting pedagogue. What was the
reward of the student's action? He made his way homeward, and by the help of one of the incantationsfound in
the book he made a journey of four months in the third
part of one day. This, says Pulgar, as it were triumphantly,
is the trash taught, and alas unfortunately believed by
1

On the criticism of the language of Kabbalistic works the reader is
and on the alleged denial of
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some of the most honoured of our people 4%33 DSM m:1n31
VnMs (? 76). On passing from this subject, Pulgar asks
his reader to turn to his book Vn Di1.--'D mannn
c6n
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1 cm: n1D, ? 76. Who are the third class of objectors ?
This class comprises the men who elevate the laws of
Nature, which are but the desires of Heaven, until they
consider them the equals of God, aye, even as the enemy of
the Creator riz: niv yl
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nSh in' 1mK:,and therefore deny the omnipotence of
God and the possibility of miracles. Pulgar explains the
word ynt. The word rtu, generally translated as Nature,
or material, denotes the channel and instruments of God's
desires operating upon matter, the y.
The laws of
Nature are the agency, call this agent as you will ]*D, or
qnw, or 'W, or anything else you wish. The important
thing to remember is that it is not an independent agent.
It is dependent and subordinate to God i1
i
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i5 tywnr. What God ordains it to do it does. Its activity
is from God, and God, too, can suspend and destroy this
activity whenever he wishes it. Such is the teaching of
true philosophy. Nature is one of the agents of Heaven,
carrying out the work of a Power outside itself-subject to
Heaven, and to Heaven alone. In the same way that
God controls Nature, so too does man control himself, and
Free-will is the gift of God to man. This leads us to the
fourth class, i. e. those that believe in wizards, witches, the
power of incantation, and the like-all of which, he says,
are numerous indeed to-day among us. Ilnm,nri:
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done this, and such a witch has done that. And there is
no end. On this point the Torah is clear. nnn inW:D
She that claims to be a witch-suffer her not to live. The
belief in witchcraft results from the bad influence of a
belief in astrology. Pulgar gives us a quotation from a
g~rn
work on witchcraftas follows (? 78): 91V5nwi:D ninM
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,If you desire

a certain woman to love you, act as follows: Go to the
market on the marketday. Buy a mirror,and pay for it
the first price asked by the vendor. Speak neithergoing
nor when returning home. Hold the mirror in front of
the woman in question before you put it away from your
hand, and that hitherto obdurate female will find you
irresistible." Again, once there was a man gambling,
and he had a spindle (f1m)beneath him. He won at
the gaming. Therefore,say these foolish ones, to win at
gaming don't forget the spindle. But, says Pulgar, these
people go beyond this. They have prayers formedto the
names of angels and demons nN'w1 nMs:n nmrw ninn ~nn.

From this dangerous practice arises the suggestion that
idol worship is not entirely false, for they go on to say
that having secured the intercession of God's favourites,
the Deity will be loath to deny requests backed up by the
InM
supplications of saints and angels 'i n,,n 'in5 sn W
v lrrin (? 78 a). The aid of
Kqr,iK i %Irrw
I1nl,-1 :e: M
God alone, protests Pulgar, we seek, this and the cultivation
of the world in which he has placed us. We rely upon
him and upon the energies and the brain he has given us.
For food we till the ground, to cure our pains and assuage
our infirmities we study and practise the science of medicine, &c. It is said that it is impossible for us ever to get
into the inner mysteries of nature. It may be so. It is
not derogatory for a scientist to acknowledge this. Yet
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though there be many things we do not know, nevertheless much have we found out by research. We reason from
effects back to causes, and although we cannot be sure of
the precise nature of the cause, the important thing is that
we can fairly well predict the nature of the result. We do
not know, says Pulgar, why fire is heating, nor the causes
of magnetic attraction tn:n K pt,l nWlrtn, yet in both
cases we have a good working knowledge, and this knowledge we use with certainty and for our benefit. Pulgar
does not deny that there are more things in heaven and
earth than are dreamt of in our philosophy. He does not
deny, he says, that there may be matters subject to mental
effort at present beyond our vision on the surface. In
such matters a philosopher pleads ignorance. He does not
know; he becomes an agnostic ypra5il-n?I 4'w13nDw
p1
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is against practices absolutely forbidden by the Torah that
the author lifts up his voice in resolute and unceasing
protest,
PART V.

This, the concluding chapter of the work, though not
without interest of its own, is less likely to engage the
attention of the historical student than other parts of the
Ezer ha-Dat. It deals with an old question, i.e. the
attraction which a certain class of men find in depreciating
the world in which they live, and in building up charming
castles in the air in respect of their expectations of a future
and happier existence. Having weaned his thoughts from
the attractions of this world, the author once during his
wanderings found himself in the company of an aged man
clad in the garb of an anchorite or hermit. To him the
author opened his heart. The hermit was all kindness,
and led him to Mount Gilboa, where they reached the graves
of Desire (niNnnninp). In the modest hut or cave the two
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men shared the frugal meal, and then, resting after the
repast, they heard the conversation of immortal spirits.
In the words familiar to those acquainted with the eschatological phrases of the Talmud the one spirit said to the
other, "Sister, let us not converse here, for living men listen
to the words of immortal spirits." The hermit thereupon
arose and besought the invisible speaker not to remove
hence, for indeed, he said, it is to learn from you that we
have come hither. A conversation then ensued between
the hermit and the spirit, to which the author listens, an
edified spectator. The joys and energies of the body are
passed in review between the speakers, the hermit in
praise, the unknown on the other hand bent on showing
how all physical joys become the source of sorrow, shame,
and weakness. Passing from the discussion of the merits
or otherwise of the attractions of the body, the hermit seeks
to gain from the spirit the admission that the nether world
contains nothing so exquisite as the ambitions and gratifications of the mind in the contemplation of its creations
and victories. No, answers the spirit, imagination is
illusion, and because of the contrast the greater source of
disappointment. The Living are as in a net; the Dead alone
know what is existence, for they alone have reached " the
rest and the knowledge." They alone are free from the
trammels and limitations of the body. They have put off
the mortal coil, and live eternally. The angel is here introduced, and reconciles the views of the disputants. The
scale, or degree of importance, of living is threefold. The
first, or lowest, is that found among ordinary, even ignorant
folk. These appreciate only what is material. They do
not comprehend, indeed they despise all mental discipline,
and spiritually they are dead. The second is an advance
over the previous. They are able to reason from the
material to the mental, from the coarse and visible to the
finer and invisible. But they do not. Knowing the better
way they are yet content to follow the worse. The third and
highest stage is that of the nlpn w5mWI, those in a state
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of constant wisdom 1. Freed from the limitations of the body
they are united and are at one with the Active Intelligence.
The author finds himself compelled to own that the Dead
had won the day. For it is clear that none attain this life
while still swathed by the cerements of earth, and in truth
no man sees God while alive nrl D'b n K MV 0. In
a beautiful poem, the author, addressing his soul, bids it
rejoice in the contemplation of its glorious future, and
hearing this the Dead too give utterance to the praises
of God.

Such in outline is the Ezer ha-Dat, the Hebrew text
of which I hope soon to publish, and from these notes
may perhaps be gleaned something of the power and
character of its author. Isaac Pulgar is a name but little
known to the present generation, but undoubtedly its
possessor was a man fit to take his seat among the greatest
of Israel's sons that shed lustre and fame upon the
communities of the Iberian Peninsula.
G. BELASCO.
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Comp. Buxtorf's Lexicon,p. 2391, n1wtinrI',p = Habitus intellectualis.

